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Abstract - The paper presents information on past, present and
future research activities in IICT-BAS in the field of ICT
security. The main directions of these activities are: critical
infrastructure cyberattacks protection, security of distributed
systems, security of social networks and dependability of
distributed systems.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The Institute of Information and Communication
Technologies (IICT) at the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences
(BAS) was created in 2010 as a successor of the Institute for
Parallel Processing (IPP), the Institute of Information
Technologies and the Institute of Computer and
Communication Systems. The strategic objective for this act
was to consolidate the research fragmentariness in the field
of ICT in the academy that has more than half of a century
history. This objective was also supported by the fact that
IPP has been promoted twice for a “Center of Excellence”
(2001-2004 and 2005-2007) by the European Commission
and during the last ten years was a major national and
significant regional player in the field of computer science.
In the rest of this paper a short description of some of the
research activities in IICT-BAS will be outlined.
II.

IICT-BAS RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

Generally, the mission of IICT-BAS is to carry out a
fundamental and applied research in the field of computer
science and ICT as well as to develop innovative
interdisciplinary applications that are directly related to the
main national and international priorities.
Some of the guiding lines in IICT-BAS research
activities facing different security aspects are:
A. Computer networks and architectures
This activity is mainly referring to development and
application of modern network technologies, distributed
systems and facilities for network security, monitoring and
control.
B. IT developments for emerging new security challenges
An interdisciplinary research team explores advances and
applies methodologies and tools for IT governance and
change management, design and analysis of architectures and

capabilities, modeling and simulation for the security sector,
including information security management. The activities
are strongly supported and accepted both within NATO &
EU integrated security sector governing level.
C. Development and maintenance of scientific
infrastructure
The activity includes the development, monitoring and
maintenance of Bulgarian Research and Education Network
(BREN) and Grid clusters that are the biggest part of the
National Grid infrastructure of the country. It is also
connected with the scientific infrastructure of national
significance and refers to research and support of important
national infrastructure with key meaning for scientific and
education institutes in the country.
D. Super computer applications
This activity is aimed at ICT driven contributions to
science, technology, health, environmental protection, etc. It
includes large scale computer simulation, high performance
computer architectures and algorithms, computational linear
algebra. The only one super computer in Bulgaria
(BlueGene/P) is under the scientific maintenance of IICTBAS.
Evidently, these research guiding lines demonstrate an
environment with solid background and modern facilities for
successful multi-aspect research in the field of ICT security
problems.
III.

PAST ACTIVITIES IN ICT SECURITY AREA

The working experience of IICT-BAS researchers on
security problems of computer networks and distributed
computer system is related to a solid background. General
security problems in computer systems are considered in [1],
[2] and [3]. The problems related to the information
encoding and ciphers are object of publications [4], [5] and
[6].
General network security problems are treated in [7], [8]
and [9]. Network management and monitoring policy and
related tools with relevance to the monitoring of the security
issues are considered in [10], [11] and [12]. In these
publications are described details of systems for monitoring
the state of the services from the network infrastructure
perfSONAR Multi-Domain Monitoring (MDM) which are
used in GEANT network.

The publication [13] treats the realization of the
Certification Authority (CA) for user authorization and
identification in Bulgarian network and in GRID
infrastructure.
The problems of user identification in distributed systems
like GRIDs are discussed in [14] and [15].
A substantial work was done in the area of Information
Technologies application for the Security Sector which
includes:
• Methodologies and Tools for IT Governance and
Change Management.
• Design and analysis of system architectures.
• Modeling and simulation for the security sector.
• Support to capabilities planning and security sector
transformation.
These results [20] were supported by a number of
national and international projects. A worth noting fact are
the efforts for building a national Basic low-cost
Environment for Simulation and Training (BEST) that will
become a part of NATO Exercise Toolbox. This
environment includes CIMIC communication aspects related
to EDXL standard and a unique biological cryptographic
solution [21].
During
the
EU/FP7
project
ICT-FORWARD
(http://www.ict-forward.eu/) IICT-BAS, as a partner in the
project, was involved in the efforts to identify the emerging
and future cyber threats [16]. The ultimate goal of the work
was to identify the areas in which cyber threats could occur
and cause serious and undesirable consequences. The
research group from IICT-BAS was focused particularly on
the threats to critical systems. Based on the specifics of these
systems several areas were identified where security threats
might grow in the future and where new solutions should be
sought for [17]. The identified threats to critical systems
(CSs) summarize the views of many experts both from
information security, industrial automation and critical
infrastructures. They reflect the general vision that critical
systems can become an attractive target to cyber attacks and
the cross-area of ICT and CS is an open field for security
research.
IV.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS IN ICT SECURITY

The main future directions of the research plans in IICTBAS are related to several aspects:
A). To summarize and analyze possible cyberattack
scenarios against Critical infrastructures (CI). The research
of cyberattacks on CI will be based on modeling with
different concepts, software environments and scenarios that
allow both static/dynamic behavior and nature exploration.
In these areas IICT-BAS researchers have significant
experience. The recent Stuxnet attacks on SCADA show an
evident necessity for effective and specific countermeasures
in this domain. The role of the human factor and its analysis

(HFA) is extremely important in these environments where
the human-system interaction affects safety and could have
serious consequences for the society.
Within HFA, IICT-BAS is already working in
cooperation with subject matter experts and modern lab
facilities in the framework of a research project funded by
the National Science Fund (http://cleverstance.com).
B). We plan to work for further extension of the set of
emerging cyber threats using as an initial base the White
book classification resulting from the FORWARD project
[16]. Additionally, we plan to implement a detailed
questionnaires based survey and sensitivity analysis, which
will result in an improved classification and scenarios that
should allow to better foreseen the different emerging cyber
threats following the methodology presented in [20].
C). In the field of distributed systems security we plan to
summarize and analyze some of the security issues with
possible cyber attacks on parallel systems like Grid
environments. We have experience with the exploitation of
Grid clusters located in the IICT-BAS. The core of the
CSIRT (Computer Security Incident Response Team) for
Bulgarian Grid infrastructure is located in the institute. This
group of security officers also actively gathers and analyzes
detailed information related to security incidents, potential
threats and precautions from a huge archive of logs collected
from many Grid nodes in the last few years. Our future plans
and interests in this area are to do research on:
• Security issues specific to parallel processing
applications which are typically executed on a
distributed environments like Grid.
• Analyzing and developing additional software tools
for automating and monitoring the security activities
and administration.
The highly possible and desired evolution of this IICTBAS activity is towards security problems in Cloud
Computing environments.
IICT-BAS was a participant in one of the research
projects related to developing future Internet technologies –
PSIRP (Publish-Subscribe Internet Routing Paradigm) which
is funded by the European Commission 7th Framework
Program (http://www.psirp.org/). The main goal of this
project was the research and development of a brand new
future Internet architecture based on publish/subscribe
paradigm. In this model, security instruments and mobile
devices support are integrated in the model in principle [18].
Our plans are to analyze some of the possible security issues
of PSIRP.
D). In the Social networks security area the plans are to
implement a survey [19], case study of Facebook and Twitter
and also some analysis about psycho-social and ICT aspects
of the intrusions’ motivation.
E). Our recent research interests are also related to
cybersecurity in heterogeneous networks and application of

dependability mechanisms in network security. Based on our
experience in dependability of distributed systems and
networks there are plans for work on approaches to apply
fault-tolerance mechanisms and techniques for improving IT
security. We have developed algorithms for fault-tolerant
clock synchronization in distributed real-time process control
systems that, with the necessary modifications, could be
implemented in sensor networks where the efficient use of
system resources is a critical task.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

The presented research activities of IICT-BAS will be
realized from an international and interdisciplinary team
within the next 3 years since 2011. The work will be
performed in collaboration with the integrated security sector
and in the framework of EU FP7 projects like SysSec
“Network of Excellence in Managing Threats and
Vulnerabilities in the Future Internet: Europe for the World”
(www.syssec-project.eu/).
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